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Bangkok Land Public Company Limited, one of Thailand‟s most leading property developers and the owner
of the massive land plot in the Srinakarin Area, announced the closing of „Villa Albero‟ Residential Project,
Phase I, nestling on a 7-rai land plot, covering 48 units, plus 7 units for modern shop house for the initial
phase. It is expected that the first phase of „Villa Albero‟ project can generate more than 400 million baht in
sales. Superior than general townhomes, „Villa Albero‟, a luxury 3-storey with 7.5 meters wide town villa,
comprises 3 bedrooms with air conditioning, 3 bathrooms with shower, fully-furnished, built-in pantry, a
large carport which can accommodate up to 3 cars and spacious front and back yard, starting from 4.99
million baht only. Living aesthetically amidst nature, Villa Albero is situated in the potential location,
providing you many accessible routes which make it easy and comfortable to travel, close to expressway
entrance and exit points, close to Suvarnabhumi Airport, leading shopping malls, hospital and Brighton
International College which can fully cater to the needs of the residents and perfectly fit to our modern,
fast-paced lifestyle. The construction will start at the end of this year and is expected to complete at the
end of 2016.
Mr. Peter Kanjanapas, Managing Director of Bangkok Land PCL, said: “I‟m so overwhelmed with a
phenomenal success of „Villa Albero‟ which has incredibly attracted a huge number of potential buyers.
Today, we are delighted to announce that 100% of our high-end town villa units were rapidly reserved in
just less than 3 weeks although the project has not yet been officially unveiled or done any promotional and
marketing activities. I‟m even more confident that what we offer to customers can truly respond to their
needs as they will have a chance to own the luxury and stylish 3-storey town villa, comprising 3 bedrooms
and 3 bathrooms at the best price, starting from 4.99 million baht per unit. Experience a difference in living
with a spacious 7.5 meter wide town villa, land area ranging from 29-53 square wah and approximate
usage area of 177 square meters.
„Villa Albero‟ is our first property project outside IMPACT Muang Thong Thani which has high potential and
offers unrivalled benefits to customers as we are the sole owner of over 1,350-rai land plot for the past 20
years. Today, the price of our entire land plot has been skyrocketing after the construction of the new road,
making it easier and more comfortable to travel and now becoming a hub of modern facilities and amenities
such as Seacon Square, Paradise Park, The Nine, Krungthep Kreetha Golf Course, Samitivej Hospital and
Brighton International College. Therefore, the residents will be delivered the best experience and
convenience possible, first and foremost, have a chance to own the luxury and stylish 3-storey town villa,
comprising 3 bedrooms and 3 bathrooms at the best price, starting from 4.99 million baht per unit.
Experience a difference in living with a spacious 7.5 meter wide town villa, land area ranging from 29-53
square wah and approximate usage area of 177 square meters.”
„Villa Albero‟ is exclusively designed in modern contemporary with earth tone color, giving the residents a
feeling of utmost relaxation while enjoying the aesthetic view of beautiful plants in both immense front and
back yard, the carports which can accommodate up to 3 cars, the utilization of LED technologies to
promote „Energy Saving, Green Living‟, incomparable fully-furnished town villa, 24-hour security services
including security guards and CCTV security systems as well as automatic entrance and exit gates and
all-round accessible routes. BLAND has appointed CB Richard Ellis Co., Ltd. (CBRE), the world‟s largest
commercial real estate services firm, to be our professional consultant and sales representative of „Villa
Albero‟ town villa project and Bouygues-Thai Ltd., one of the world‟s leading construction companies, to be
the main contractor for this project,” Mr. Peter added.
“The first phase of „Villa Albero‟ truly underlines its immense success. Hence, BLAND eyes the opportunity
and persistently strong demand for residential projects in this area. As the Company owns an immense
beautiful land plot on a prime location surrounding with comprehensive facilities and amenities, we plan to
launch the second phase of „Villa Albero‟ soon, comprising 158 units of town villa, 52 units of modern shop
house and 500 units of low-rise condominium. It is expected that the second phase of „Villa Albero‟ can
generate 3,000 million baht in sales. The third and fourth phase will highlight luxury single and twin homes,
plus modern shop house, delivering customers the most modern and convenient lifestyle situated on a
prime residential and business location which is definitely ideal for investment,” Mr. Peter concluded.
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